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For married Datooga women, the following kinds of words are taboo:
² the names of one’s senior in-laws, e.g., Gídá-básòoda (‘MASC-lake’)

Documenting lexical variation:

• Datooga (NiloCc) is
spoken in northern
Tanzania
• 140,000 speakers
• Research base in
Haydom, Manyara

² component lexical items of the names, e.g., básòoda ‘lake’
² near-homophones of the names, e.g., básàat ‘thin’

To avoid these taboos, women use a special avoidance vocabulary:
e.g., básòoda à héywànda (of unknown origin)
básàat à qájàat (derived by consonant replacement)

² targeted elicitation with ~20 women who
still practice avoidance
• “what do you say if you avoid CAT?”

² additional avoidance items from
transcriptions of recordings of everyday
speech
² 658 items in database of the avoidance
vocabulary
• with info on where item was recorded to
track geographical/clan variation

2 Lexical variation
² Most ordinary words have several
conventionalized avoidance
equivalents
² because avoidance words are also
taboo if they sound like the name of a
senior in-law

lexical item

ordinary Datooga

avoidance words

source

WATER

béega

gárbàbánga
hàlákka
dálìilóonga
hàshàsánga

from gárbàbu ‘cold’
from hálàtka ‘well’
from dàlìil ‘clear’
from hàshàs ‘light’

BEAT (V.)

bar

dab

phonological replacement

búlálìida

sìsínda
qàtánìida

‘bed on ground’
borrowing from Iraqw lg

daah

ng’wear
sig

‘look’
‘pass’

háw

héajánèati
dúrmàn

‘senior; old’
‘heavy’

BED
SEE
BIG

3 Interspeaker variation
Who uses the avoidance register?
(Relevant variable in blue)
² female
(GENDER)
² married
(MARITAL STATUS)
² leads relatively
‘traditional’ lifestyle
(RETENTION OF
TRADITIONAL VALUES)
• little to no formal schooling
• practice traditional religion
• live in rural areas in
polygynous households

o change in these aspects of Datooga lifestyle is leading to
the simplification and ultimate disappearance of linguistic
avoidance
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Similar phenomenon to hlonipha in Xhosa (Finlayson 2002)

Source of avoidance vocabulary in database

Documenting intraspeaker variation:
² recorded spontaneous interaction
and aimed to represent a variety of
participants (junior/senior; men/
women; kin/non-kin)
² found that women do not uniformly
avoid all taboo words in speech

Documenting interspeaker variation:
² collected genealogy for three households
² for each name in the genealogy, elicited
the equivalent “avoidance name” + words
avoided on account of that name
² recorded several hours of everyday
speech in each household to observe
actual avoidance patterns
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Variation across users of the avoidance register
² the lexical variants a
woman uses depend on
the names she needs to
avoid
² i.e., her MARITAL CLAN (or,
more precisely, lineage)
² thus woman A and woman
B make use of diﬀerent
avoidance words
² we also find some
intraspeaker variation in
the frequency with which
words are avoided
² situational and
linguistic factors can
account for some of
this variation

5 Future directions
Capturing dialectal variation
² conduct a large-scale survey across dozens of
households in diﬀerent regions
² investigate the avoidance language of other Datooga
dialects

Understanding situational variation
² build a larger and more representative corpus of
naturally-occurring speech in multiple households
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